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Poly athletic director turns in his resignation
B y K E V IN H. FOX
S u f f W riter

Cal Poly Athletic Director
Dick Heaton has resigned to take
a teaching position in the
physical education and recreation
administration department.
Philosophy Department Head
Kendrick Walker was named by
President Warren Baker to suc
ceed Heaton in the top athletics
post.
"I love this university and I
love it’s athletics program. 1
have no hard feelings toward the
university. I t’s just time for a
change,” Heaton said.
" I t’s time to make a move
back into my career path, which
is teaching,” he said.
His resignation is effective
Dec. 31, at which time he will
take a teaching position in the
physical education and recreation
administration department.
Heaton has been athletic
director for the past three years
and was associate director for
eight years before that. He was
responsible for the administra
tion of Cal Poly’s 17 athletic
teams which have earned 23 na
tional championships in the
school’s history.
"Athletics is, if not on a
decline, at a steady state. If
someone new can come in here,
maybe they can turn things
around, "Heaton said.
" I’m stepping aside and giving

someone else a chance,” he con
cluded.
Head football coach Jim Sand
erson said he feels a little
frustrated over Heaton’s resig
nation. "Athletics is in a difficult
position. He probably^ felt
frustrated that the administra
tion is going in a different direc
tion than he wanted to go,” he
said.
Women’s volleyball coach Mike
Wilton said he is sad to see
Heaton go. "This is the second
athletic director I’ve seen resign
in the six years I have been at
Cal Poly,” he said.
"That bespeakes of a position
that chews people up,” he said.
" It is probably an impossible
task." Wilton explained that
Heaton was responsible for all
athletic teams, but also raised
money to support scholarships
and other programs. Wilton said
Heaton has a very small staff to
assist him and Cal Poly is not in
synch with other schools in the
state in this regard.
"I think that that is ridiculous.
It is a situation that is pro
grammed for failure,” he said.
”To me, that kind of signifies
the level of importance that
athletics has at the university.
And that is none, ” he told the
M u s ta n /f D a ily .

Women’s cross country coach
Lance Harter said that he, too, is
sad to see someone make the

personal decision to leave his job,
but is excited about having a
new athletic director.
" I t’s like we just got a new bus
driver and we are all on the bus
waiting to see where we are go
ing,” he said.
Walker will take over the
athletic director position beginn
ing Jan. 1, 1985. He sa ^ he will
reserve comment abdlit his new
post until next quarter.
Walker has been faculty
athletic representative responsi
ble for athletic eligibility and
NCAA representative for the
past three years.
Walker played baseball at the
University of Southern California
and was signed by the Los
Angeles Dodgers in 1965, but his
career was cut short due to an
injury.
He came to Cal Poly in 1973
and was named head of the
philosophy department in 1978.
In a prepared statement.
President Baker said that
Walker has a firm grasp of the
academic needs of today’s stu
dent athletes.
” l'm asking the students,
faculty, staff, alumni and friends
of the university to work closely
with Dr. Walker so we can mar
shall the support necessary to
continue the outstanding athletic
tradition at Cal Poly,” Baker
said.

SLO m ayo r offers inside iook
By GREGG SC H R O ED ER
Staff W riter

In a recent interview. Mayor Melanie Billig en
couraged students to get involved in the communi
ty while they are in school and not take what goes
on in San Luis Obispo for granted.
"You need something besides just sitting in a
classroom, ” Billig said. "There's no other time in
your life that you will have the opportunity to do so
many things.”
If students get involved they "won't have to say
’I should have done something,' ” she said.
Billig also shared her views on her respon
sibilities as mayor of San Luis Obispo, the role of
the local media, student-community relations and
her goals for the city
Billig said there are many dimensions to the role
of mayor in San Luis Obispo, including being the
chairman of the City Council.
"I work closely with the staff to put together the
agenda (for council meetingsl,” Billig said.
Also. Billig said, according to the city charter, the
mayor must represent the point of view of the city
There is also the ceremonial aspect of the office
"I cut ribbons and give the key to the city to
visiting dignitaries,” Billig said.
She added that public relations is her most im
portant job.
” ln order for the council and its policies to be
successful . . . (it must) relate to the people in the
city.” If residents have the impression the City
Council is aloof or distant, they will not be able to
put their confidence in the policies of the council,
she said.
” In a small community (government) must be
very receptive. I t’s a people business.”
Billig said much of her time is devoted to meeting
with people — talking with local students at all
levels, meeting groups of senior citizens and helping
with fundraisers.
“The key is to listen,” Bilhg said, "and also to
understand enough about city government at a
time when many people feel government is uncar
ing”
Asked about her feelings toward the news media
in relation to city government, Billig said news
coverage is superficial, and in the past few years
the local media has been apathetic to what goes on
at City Hall.
"(The) media is not willing to dig and probe as
they have in the past,” Billig said.
" I t’s a fact of economics and time,” Billig said.
"(But) it keeps people from getting closer (to what
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A th letic Director Dick H eaton will take a teaching job.

Poly’s Rose float entry
moires closer to parade

is going on in city government). ” People don't at
tend City Council meetings, so they must rely on
the local press and broadcasters to inform them, By L E A N N E A L B ER TA
Staff Writer
she said.
Cal Poly’s 1985 Tournament of
Communication is a problem for government,
Roses Parade entry. "Only In
Billig said.
" I t’s difficult to get more people involved, " she America " was transported to Cal
said. "To get into politics and economics really Poly Pomona over "Thanksgiving
causes one to reflect, and that doesn’t always make break.
Pomona was responsible for
one feel good. (Most people) would rather grab a
beer and watch television after work than think and the construction of the back half
of the float, while San Luis
get involved, "she said.
To try to get residents involved, Billig said the Obispo was in charge of the front
half. The two halves of the float
council agenda is published in the Telegram
Tribune and key members of groups that will be af were bolted together and the
fected by council decisions are contacted so they float was also given a test drive
know what is going on. The size of San Luis Obispo in Pomona in order to check its
mobility and steering capabili
helps make this possible.
Asked about the relationship between Cal Poly ties.
"This year's float depicts
students and the community, Billig pointed out
that there are three major groups in San Luis many scenes of American Lfe in
Obispo that have different needs but must be cluding a hang glider, a surfer, a
balanced — students, middle-aged people with boy fishing and a mountain
climber, and combines them in a
children and .senior citizens
humorous way, " said Jon Baker,
"It's not always an easy juggling act,” she said.
Billig noted that she has met with Cal Poly rose float committee publicity
President Warren Baker in the past to discuss chairman. The theme for the
community and university relations and has also 1985 parade is “The Spirit of
America,” and the club has tried
met with student body representatives.
She said there is a "pretty good line of com to incorporate this theme into
munication” between the student representatives the float’s construction.
Before San Luis Obispo’s half
and the city, but added that “R can be improved. ”
of
the float was broken down into
“ It has to be a two-way street,” Billig said.
Asked what her goals are for San Luis Obispo, sections and loaded on trucks for
Billig said that she is still working to get a pierfor- transportation to Pomona, the
ming arts center, a new library, a water manage float was still in its construction
ment program and a downtown development plan and design phases. "Construc
that would maintain the character of downtown San tion Chairman Mike Cameron
and Design Chairman Steve
Luis Obispo and still allow growth.
“We must work to keep San Luis Obispo tbe hub Rutland, along with other club
of the county (culturally, socially and politcally),”
Billig said.
She stressed the importance of having activities
available at night to attract people to the
downtown area and mentioned plana for a new
triplex cinema to be constructed. She also said the
H w student senate meets tcmight
City Council has been trying to attract large
department stores to San Luis Obispo, but has so at 7 pjn. in room 220 of the Uni
versity Union.
far been unsuccessful.
Senators will hear reports from
Billig also said she hopes to see more housing
built downtown and the preservation of the present
housing stock.

members, framed the float by
arch welding and bending pencil
rod (cylindrically formed steel) to
form the desired shapes. ” ex
plained Baker.
"After the shapes are formed,
chicken wire is placed over the
forms and serves as a base for
the synthetic cocooning material.
The cocooning material will make
the float smooth and will make it
ready for decoration,” Baker
continued.
Before cocooning is completed.
Hydraulics Chairman Eric Noell
and Electronics Chairman Dave
leaver will install the hydraulic
and computer systems that will
power the float and control
animation
"The float is powered by a
Ford V8 Engine that is propane
fueled The lights and computer
are powered by a Honda
generator, " Baker continued.
"The animation is controlled by a
Rockwell System 65 computer
and is powered by the hydraulic
system."
Both the San Luis Obispo and
Pomona campuses have planted
and grown the flowers tiuit will
be used on the float.
After the float has been co
cooned. each shape will be
painted with a color that corres
ponds to the color of the flower
Please see FLO A T, page 9

Senate meeting tonight
the ASI president and vice presi
dent and from variobs committeea.
They will also vote on the
panhellenic association code. '
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Meeting across the river at a garden party
^
m ust never negotiate out o f fear, but we m ust never fear to living color of the television world.
But
you
can’t
help
overhearing
the
conversation...“!
don’t want to
negotiate/'
'
die
in
a
nuclear
war...the
veterans
were
welcoined
10 years too
— John F. Kennedy
late...communism is spreading to central America...patriotism is
It’s like Q high school reunion. Old friends come and go. Several back...peace through strength...why don’t we have a peace day in
haven’t changed and it is disappointing. After wondering if you stead of glorifying war?”
Then, of course, they both have to ask for your opinion. So they
were ever really that way in high school, you move over to the cor
start to pester you.
ner where the T. V. set has been moved and switch it on.
You don’t feel like giving it, but by this time you’ve had it. You’ve
So, during this celebration of the past your mind drifts along to
the sounds of the evening hews....Flags are waving and veterans are also had too much to drink.
“Stop it!”
c,rying and Vietnam is remebered....while General Westmoreland is
“Listen, I don’t think I have the answers. I don’t know. I’m glad
suing CBS and the sixty-minute man Mike Wallace....but rejoice, for
they’re
talking, okay. I don’t know. Now, will you let me listen to
two children are deciding where to meet to discuss the termi of a
^
reduction in arms and an end to the cold war....and right in time for the news?
So, they leave you alone. But you can’t help feeling like you could
Christmas....so why is Nicaragua mobilizing for war?
A slap on the back from “an old buddy’’ reminds you that this is a have said more. But, it’s too complicated and you don’t feel like
talking about it. Things -aren’t that easy, things aren’t simple.
party.
“Hey, have a beer...isn’t Reagan doing great?...hey, you’re in col- Things are hard, things are difficult.
So you go back to the television and drift along with the evening
„>lege, right?...is it as wild as they say?...so, when do you graduate?”
news....
Another friend bursts on the scene and joins the conversation.
“What are you talking about? Say, isn’t Reagan the worst?...he
hasn’t talked to the Soviets in four years...Hitler would have been
The M ustang Daily editorial board wishes both the Soviet Union
proud of him.”
and
the United States representatives luck in establishing meetings
Excusing yourself from a potentially volitile conversation, you
move out of the danger zone of conflicting ideologies and back to the for arms negotiations.
“ We

Concert choices criticized
heavy metai is advocated
ICditor:
If tha student body here at Cal
Poly h«a not noticed, the ASI
concert committee has been
floundering and ineffective this
year. The first'two concerts that
have been held this year, Charlie
Daniels and Chuck Mangione,
have lost a total of about
$16,000. How do I know this? I
have been on the concert com
mittee for the last five years and
as a voting memlier for three and
a half years Right now there are
only a* handful of pieople who
have been on the concert committe as long as I haave One
important point is that the
committee is set up to represent
the students by holding con
certs that the students want to
see. If the concerts that the
committe presents are what the
students want, then the show
should sell enough reasonably
price tickets to break even.
The Charlie Daniels show was
thought to be a sure bet to sell
out because the band is fairly
well-known, play country rock
music, and appeal more to aggies
than anybody The show instead
lost more than $9,000. Chuck
Mangione waa a show to please
jazz listeners The concert was
even held in Chumash , which
has a much better setting for a
show than the gym. The concert
lost around $7,000 My explana
tion for these shows losing
money is basically popular
economics. The concert were too
expensive for groups that do not
have any current well-known
songs on the radio. Charlie and

Chuck do represent country-rock
and jazz music respectively, but
their popularity seems to have
peaked a few years ago. Also,
some people think paying more
than $10 to stay in a setting
where one is not allowed to drink
or smoke is hard to justify. There
are also the well-known acoustic
and v en tilatio n problem s
associated with the gym.
But shows at the gym do sell
out. The last sell out at the gym
was p]ddie Money. Tickets cost
students less than $10 in ad
vance. F^ddie Money is a
mainstream, some say top 40,
rocker who appealed to our stu
dent body last year. Eddie
Money had several popular songs
on the radio including “Shakin"'
and "Where's the Party." Does
Eddie Money selling out the gym
surprise you? Believe it or not,
the chairman of the executive
board of the concert committee
admitted at a meeting two weeks
ago that he was amazed and
never expected the show to sell
out. Admittedly, it is impossible
to guess how a conceert will sell
but with a little common sense,
the concert committe could make
intelligent choices thereby in
creasing the number of tickets
sold to concerts. I am very much
against having groups that have
already played here at Cal Poly
before, especially if the repeat is
within the last four years. Diver
sity is the key word because the
concert committee should try to
present all types of music that
are popular to the student body:
mainstream rock. jazz, soul,
country, heavy-metal, new wave.

HAVING TECHNOLO&V....
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'$4

CJAIT. IS IT THE BALL OR THE PN DÜLZ
TTi^T you SNAP ON THE SATELLITE ?
etc...
The Untouchables concert
(was) Sunday, Nov. 18 and is the
second time that this group has
been here at Cal Poly this year of
1984. The concert is a half-gym
show because the group could
not sell out a full-gym show, even
though the commmittee needs
the money. I would bet a majori
ty of people here at Cal Poly
have never heard of the Un
touchables and would never
know that the Untouchables play

new wave, dance-oriented music.
True, there are students who
cannot get enough new wave
music, but our student body has
a reputation of being mainstream
or conservative. As an example,
look at the results of the simu
lated presidential election held
recently here at Cal Poly. Presi
dent Reagan won by a landslide.
As a Republican, Reagan repre
sents the conservative political
ideology.
The actions of the committee

during a recent meeting also
shows a slanting or prejudice
towards new wave, danceoriented music. The first two
shows held at Cal Poly so far this'
year were diverse and also
choosen by last year’s commit
tee. The first choice for a concert
by this year’s committee was for
the Untouchables. During the
meeting, people on the commit
tee were able to vote for the top
five groups to be considered for
please see page 3
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Letters
Answer to ‘personhood’ debate
cited as crux of abortion issue
Mustang DaHy

Wadnaaday.Novambsr 29,1964

Eklitor:

own body, she may not infringe
upon the rights of others, in
Abortion seems to be a hot
cluding that separate person who
issue in tbe 'Daily lately. The
lives within her). Also, if to abort
issue is, sadly, the source of
is to murder, then it is wrong by
much frustration, argument and.
anyone’s standards to kill
I'm afraid, even hatred. As with
because of the chance (or even
many problems, the source of
certainty) that a person will not
this conflict, and the reason
be wanted or needed. WeN|ould
behind such strong emotion on
not do this to an adult,-and we
both sides, lies in a very basic
should not do it to any other
disagreement. Everyone I know
person.
is against murder and also
If it is true that the issue of
against suffering, no matter'
bortion comes down to such a
what their view on abortion. It is
asic disagreement as the per
because a majority of people hold
sonhood of the fetus, then
this morality (anti-murder and
doesn’t it make sense that both
suffering) that we’ve made laws
sides should cut through all the
against murder, mugging, rape
fat that hides the meat of the
and stealing. 'That's right, we
problem and deal with that
force our morality on the
disagreement? I think so.
perpetrators of these crimes, and
In case you could not tell by
this is right to do. To murder a
now, I am against abortion. A
person, for any reason, is wrong.
major reason for my opinion beThis is a statement ths%aiinest< —ing such, is that I am convinced
that not only life, but priesthood
everyone would agree with..,T^8
brings me to th4t key issue T
begins at conception (the distinc
spoke of above. At the crux of
tion between the two is artificial
the abortion discussion is the
and contrived), when the sperm
question of whether or not a
and egg come together. Let me
fetus is a person. Upon the an quickly give you a few of the
swer to this question, all the
“scientific" reasons I believe this
arguments of both sides are
way:
built. If your answer is “No, a
(1) At conception two entirely
fetus is not a person,” then it
different sets of chromosomes
becomes semi-legitimate to argue
come together to form a com
that a mother's convenience, or
pletely unique individual. A pro
the possibility that a child might
cess of growth begins at this
turn out to have an unhappy life,
point that (if given the chance)
are good reasons to snuff the life
will proceed through infancy,
from some “pregnant tissue.’’ c h ild h o o d ,
a d o le sc e n c e ,
This is the view that those who
adulthood and old age. The only
things that are added to the
are pro-choice or pro-abortion
stand on.
zygote from the time of concep- ^
tion all the way to old age are_"
On the other side of the fence
fool (nutrition) and air.
*
are those the pro-lifers who say
(2) As the fetus develops in the
“Yes, a fetus is fully human,
even though it may be in the
womb, it very quickly exhibits
womb.” Because of this basic
the signs that we have artificially
dubbed ’’the signs of life." For
view of personhood in the womb,
abortion becomes murder. If the
example, we can measure a
fetus is a person, then it makes
heartbeat at two to three weeks,
no sense to kill it out of conve
and brainwaves at 5‘A weeks.
nience for the mother (because,
Think about it, these are the two
although she has rights over her ’criteria that an emergency room

{
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doctor searches for to determine
whether or not a person’s life has
ended. Why not also use them to
help decide when life begins?
(3) The only changes that occur
at birth are (a) the baby begins to
breath a gas rather than a fluid,
(b) the baby begins to receive
nutrition by different means and
(c) the baby begins to live in a
new home (environment)'. That is
aU.
(4) He feels pain and other
stimuli in the womb. He is not
unconscious. As a man, I cannot
experience the emotional and
physical pain involved in
pregnancy (or in missing a
period), but I know that it is
nothing compared to being (torn)
apart with surgical instruments
or burned to death with a salt
solutionr '
I could go on, but let me end
with this: If you are pregnant, I
want to encourage you to hear
both sides of the issue. Most
abortion counselors and abor
tionists will not ’give you the
pro-life side (they want to ctmtinue to rake in the fantastic
amount of bucks that go along
with abortion industry). Please
. consider the weight of your
discussion and talk with someone
who is against abortion. Objec
tively hear both sides!
Finally, to men and women
who are not dealing with
pregnancy at this time, please
act responsibly sexually, and
Realize that a permiscuous sex
life (with or without birth con^trol) is a lifestyle that is asking
for “problems” like this.
If anyone feels that this letter
is important enough to respond
to, please deal with that central
issue of personhood which 1
spoke of earlier. Cut through the
fat and get to the meat.
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Bands
like broken record, says student
from page 2
Cal Poly’s next concert. The top
five Itroups were chosen from a
list of bands that are available to
play here in San Luis Obispo.
The following five groups were
chosen, listed from number one
choice to number five choice. 1)
U2 2) Eddie Murphy 3) UB 40 4)
Jimmy Buffett 5) Blue Oyster
Cult. U2 is a popular new wave
group whose tickets would cost
more than $10 for a gym shown.
Good choice but the show would
not be until March. Eddie Mur
phy is a well-known comic. An
extremely expensive show and
also extremely risky because of
(Mssible poor sales due to $15
tickets. UB 40 plays danceoriented. new wave music. Sound
familiar? The group had one
popular song, “Red Wine", on
the radio last spring. Who needs
diversity when you can have
saturation? Jimmy Buffett held a
popular show in the gym three
years ago. First, the committee
repeats the Untouchables. Then,
possibly Jimmy Buffett. What's
next? Big County? No diversi
ty?!? Blue Oyster Cult is a
longtime popular heavy-metal
group who have many best-sell
ing albums and many current,
well-know songs like “I’m Burn^
ing For You” and “Shooting
Shark”.
Ticket prices in the gym would
be under $10 while ticket prices
in Chumash would be around
$10. The concert would be held at
the end of the quarter, while the
rest of the top availabilities are
for next quarter. So why hasn't
Blue Oyster Cult given top
priority and action taken to do

the show? Can you say bias?
Sure, I knew you could. In the
five years that I have been on the
committee, there has never been
a heavy-metal concert here at Cal
Poly, An end of the quarter
heavy-metal show will break even
because beavy-metal is very
popular these days. But the
committee has a warped view of
what the students want and in
stead choose the groups which
the majority of the individuals
on the committee personally
want to see. In this case, giving a
higher priority to another lesser
know dance-oriented, new wave
group, UB 40, instead of a wellknown, popular heavy-metal
group. Blue Oyster Cult, is due
to personal preferences and pre
judices and not out of considera
tion for diversity or the student
body.
If the actions of the concert
committee are as upsetting to
you as they are to me, a veteran
of the commitUfb. then you will
want to do something. Most im->
portantly, let your musical pref
erences and views be known to
the concert committee.
Last year at the Plaza show
before the Big County concert, I
was controlling the stereo and
sitting at the table set up for
selling tickets. Instead of conti
nuing to play Big Country music,
I put on a tape of the Scorpions,
a heavy-metal band. In the hour
that I was scheduled, to do the
Plaza show, I had oVer twenty
people express interest in buying
tickets for a heavy-metal concert.
At least that many people came
up to say that they were tired of
being saturated with new wave

music and were just glad for the
change of music.
If the commmittee’s table is
not set up or you are not the on
campus during the times it is,
then come to the meetings held
every Thursday night in the
University Union room 220 at 6
'p.m. and let the committee know
what shows you will pay to see
here at Cal Poly. Hopefully, if
enough people are encouraging
and supportive of doing a
heavy-metal concert, then the
Blue Oyster Cult show could
become a reality. As it stands,
personal prejudices on the com
mittee make a heavy-metal con
cert out of the question for the
rest of the year. Even if heavymetal is not your cup of tea,
there is a good chance to get
support for another type of
music that has been ignored here
at Cal Poly. If you like being
saturated with new wave, then
have no worry and do nothing
because the committee will con
tinue to present these shows in
stead of worrying about other
musical tastes. Losing $16,000
has put the committee in a posi
tion where the committee needs
the input from the students.
Concerts at the Vet’s hall and
Mustang Stadium have been
considered, but nothing active
has been done by the concert
committee. With a little push,
the committee could get back on
track. But if these problems are
ignored, then the concert com
mittee will not satisfy the stu
dent body and the committee will
just continue to be ineffective.
Dopg D’Ambrogia
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Meeting across the river at a garden party
must never negotiate out of fear, but we must never fear to
negotiate*^'
— John F. Kennedy

living color of the television world.
.. t j .
^
But you can’t help overheanng the conversation... I don t want to
die in a nuclear war...the veterans were welcoined 10 years too
late...communism is spreading to central America...patriotism is
back...peace through strength...why don’t we have a peace day in
stead of glorifying war?’’
. .
r, .
Then, of course, they both have to ask for your opmipn. So they
start to pester you.
•
,
You don’t feel like giving it, but by this ^ e you ve had it. You’ve
iEilso had too much to drink.
“Stopit!’’
V
, “Listen, I don’t think I have the answers. I doif t know. I m glad
they’re talking, okay. I don’t know. Now, will you let me listen to
th0 n©ws?
'
So, they leave you alone. But you can’t help feeling like you could
have said more. But, it’s too complicated and you don’t feel like
talking about it. Things aren’t that easy, things aren’t simple.
Things are hard, things are difficult.
So you go back to the television and drift along with the evening
news....

It’s like Q high school reunion. Old friends come and go. Several
haven’t changed and it is disappointing. After wondering if you
were ever reaUy th^t way in high school, you move over to the cor
ner where the T.V. set has been moved and switch it on.
So, during this celebration of the past your mind drifts along to
the sounds of the evening news....Flags are waving and veterans are
crying and Vietnam is remebered....while General Westmoreland is
suing CBS and the sixty-rhinute man Mike Wallace....but rejoice, for
two children are deciding where to meet to discuss the terms of a
reduction in arms and an end to the cold war....and right in time for
Christmas....so why is Nicaragua mobilizing for war?
A slap on the back from “an old buddy’’ reminds you that this is a
party.
“Hey, have a beer...isn’t Reagan doing great?...hey, you’re in col
lege, right?...is it as Vlrild as they say?...so, when do you graduate?’’
Another friend bursts on the scene and joins the conversation.
“What are you talking about? Say, isn’t Reagan the worst?...he
hasn’t talked to the Soviets in four years...Hitler would have been
The Mustang Daily editorial board wishes both the ^ v ie t Union
proud of him.’’
and
the United States representatives luck in establishing meetings
Excusing yourself from a potentially volitile conversation, you
move out of the danger zone of conflicting ideologies and back to the for arms negotiations.

Concert choices criticized
heavy melai is advocated
Editor:

^

If tlia atudent body here at Cal
Poly haa Bot noticed, the ASl
concert committee has been
floundering and ineffective this
year. The first two concerts that
have been held this year, Charlie
Danieb and Chuck Mangione,
have lost a total of about
$16,000. How do I know this? I
have been on the concert com
mittee for the last five years and
as a voting member for three and
a half years. Right now there are
only a handful of people who
have been on the concert committe as long as I haave. One
important point is that the
committee is set up to represent
the students by holding con
certs that the students want to
see. If the concerts that the
committe presents are what the
students want, then the show
should sell enough reasonably
price tickets to break even.
The Charlie Daniels show was
thought to be a sure bet to sell
out because the band is fairly
well-known, play country rock
musk, and appeal more to aggies
thaiTanybody. The show instead
lost more than $9,000. ChiKk
Mangione was a show to please
jazz listeners. The concert was
even held in Chumash , whkh
has a much better setting for a
show than the gym. The concert
lost aroand $7,000. My explana
tion for these shows losing
money is basically popular
economks. The concert were too
expensive for groups that do not
have any current well-known
songs on the radio. Charlie and

Chuck do represent country-rock
and jazz musk respectively, but
their popularity seems to have
peaked a few years ago. Also,
some people think paying more
than $10 to stay in a setting
where one is not allowed to drink
or smoke is hard to justify. There
are also the well-known acoustk
and v e n tila tio n p rob lem s
associated with the gym.
But shows at the gym do seU
out. The last sell out at the gym
was Eddie Money. Tickets cost
students less than $10 in ad
vance. Eddie Money is a
mainstream, some say top 40,
rocker who appealed to our stu
dent body last year. Eddie
Money had several popular songs
on the radio including “Shakin”
and “Where’s the Party." Does
Eddie Money selling out the gym
surprise you? Believe it or not,
the chairman of the executive
board of the concert committee
admitted at a meeting two weeks
ago that he was amazed and
never expected the show to sell
out. Admittedly, it is impossible
to guess how a conceert will sell
but with a little common sense,
the concert committe could make
intelligent thokes thereby in
creasing the number of tkkets
sold to concerts. I am very much
against having groups that have
already played here at Cal Poly
before, especially if the repeat is
within the last four years. Diver
sity is the key word because the
concert committee should try to
present all types of m usk that
are popular to the student body:
mainstream rock, jazz, soul,
country, heavy-metal, new wave.
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The Untouchables concert
(wasl Sunday, Nov. 18 and is the
second time that this group has
been here at Cal Poly this year of
1984. The concert is a half-gym
show because the group ^ould
not sell out a full-gym show, even
though the commmittee needs
the money. I would bet a majori
ty of people here at Cal Poly
have never heard of the Un
touchables and would never
know that the Untouchables play

new wave, dance-oriented musk.
True, there are students who
cannot get enough new wave
music, but our student body has
a reputation of being mainstream
or conservative. As an example,
look at the results of the simu
lated presidential election held
recently here at Cal Poly. Presi
dent Rragan won by a landslide.
As a Republican, Reagan repre
sents the conservative political
ideology.
The actions of the committee

during a recent meeting also
shows a slanting or prejudice
towards new wave, danceoriented music. The first two
shows held at Cal Poly so far this
year were diverse and also
choosen by last year’s commit
tee. The first choice for a concert
by this year’s committee was for
t ^ Untouchables. During the
meeting, people on the commit
tee were able to vote for the top
five groups to be considered for
please sec page 3
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Letters
Answer to ‘personhood* debate
cited as crux of abortion issue
Mustang Dally

Wadnasday, Novambar 28,19M

Editor:

'Abortion seems to be a hot
issue in the Daily lately. The
issue is, sadly, the source of
much frustration, argument and.
I ’m afraid, even hatred. As with
many problems, the source of
this conflict, and the reason
behind such strong emotion on
both sides, lies i)i a very basic
disagreement. Everyone I know
is against murder and also
against suffering, no 1 matter
what their view on abortion. It is
because a majority of people hold
this morality (anti-murder and
suffering) that we’ve made laws
against murdër, mugging, rape
and stealing. That’s right, we
force our morality on the
perpetrators of these crimes, and
this is right to do. To murder a
person, for any reason, is wrong;
This is a statement that almost
everyone would agree with. This
brings me to that key issue I
spoke of abovp. At the crux of
the abortion discussion is the
question of whether or not a
fetus is a person. Upon the an
swer to this question, all the
arguments of both sides are
built. If your answer is "No, a
fetus is not a person,’’ then it
becomes semi-legitimate to argue
that a mother’s convenience, or
the possibility that a child might
turn out to have an unhappy life,
are good reasons to snuff the life
from some “pregnant tisaue.’’
This is the view that those who
are pro<hoice or pro-abortion
stand on.
On the other side of the fence
are those the pro-lifers who say
"Yes, a fétus is fully human,
even though it may be in the
womb.” Because of this basic
view of personhood in the womb,
abortion becomes murder. If the
fetus is a person, then it makes
no sense to kill it out of conve
nience for the mother (because,
although she has rights over her

own body, she may not infringe
upon the rights of others, in
cluding that separate person who
lives within her). Also, if to abort
is to murder, then it is wrong by
anyone’s standards to kill
because of the chance (or even
certainty) that a person will not
be wantqd or needed. We would
not do tins to an adult, and we
should not do it to any other
person.
If it is true that the issue of
abortion comes down to such a
basic disagreement as the per
sonhood of the fetus, then
doesn't it make sense that both
sides should cut through all the
fat that hides the meat of the
problem and deal with that
disagreement? I think so.
In case you could not tell by
now, I am against abortion. A
major reason for my opinion be
ing such, is that I am convinced
that not only life, but priesthood
begins at conception (the distinc
tion between the two is artificial
and contrived), when the sperm
and egg come together. Let me
quickly give you a few of the
"scientific" reasons I believe this
way:
(1) At conception two entirely
different sets of chromosomes
come together to form a com
pletely unique individual. A pro
cess of growth begins at this
point that (if given the chance)
will proceed through infancy,
c h ild h o o d ,
a d o le sc e n c e ,
adulthood and old age. The only
things that are added to thie
zygote from the time of concep
tion all the way to old age are
fool (nutrition) and air.
(2) As the fetus develops in the
womb, it very quickly exhibits
the signs that we have artificially
dubbed "the signs of life." For
example, we can measure a
heartbeat at two to three weeks,
and brainwaves at 5Vi weeks.
Think about it, these are the two
criteria that an emergency room

doctor searches for to determine
whether or not a person’s life has
ended. Why not also use them to
help decide when life begins?
(3) The only changes that occur
at birth are (a) the baby begins to
breath a gas rather than a fluid,
(b) the baby begins to receive
nutrition by different means and
(c) the baby begins to live>in a
new home (environment). That is
aU.
(4) He feels pain and other
r stimuli in the womb. He is not
unconscious. As a man, I cannot
experience the emotional and
physical pain involved in
pregnancy (or in missing a
period), but I know that it is
nothing compared to being (torn)
apart with surgical instruments
or burned to death with a salt
solution.
I could go on, but let me end
with this: If you are pregnant, I
want to encourage you to hear
both sides of the issue. Most
abortion counselors and abor
tionists will not give you the
pro-life side (they want to con
tinue to rake in the fantastic
amount of bucks tjiat go along
with abortion industry). Please
consider the weight of your
discussion and talk with someone
who is against abortion. Objec
tively hear both sides!
Finally, to men and women
who are not dealing with
pregnancy at this time, please
act responsibly sexually, and
realize that a permiscuous sex
life (with or without birth con
trol) is a lifestyle that is asking
for “problems” like this.
If anyone feels that this letter
is important enough to respond
to, please deal with that central
issue of personhood which I
spoke of earlier. Cut through the
fat and get to the meat.
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Cal Poly’s next concert. The top
five groups were chosen from a
list of bands that are available to
play here in San Luis Obispo.
The following five groups were
chosen, listed from number one
choice to number five choice. 1)
U2 2) Eddie Murphy 3) UB 40 4)
Jimmy Buffett 5j Blue Oyster
Cult. U2 is a popular new wave
group whose tickets would cost
more than SIO for a gym shown.
Good choice but the show would
not be until March. Eddie Mur
phy is a well-known comic. An
extremely expensive show and
also extremely risky because of
possible poor sales due to $15
tickets. UB 40 plays danceoriented, new wave music. Sound
familiar? The group had one
popular song, "Red Wine”, on
the radio last spring. Who needs
diversity when you can have
saturation? Jimmy Buffett held a
popular show in the gym three
years ago. First, the committee
repeats the Untouchables. Then,
possibly Jimmy Buffett. What’s
next? Big Coupty? No diversi
ty?!? Blue Oyster Cult is a
longtime popular heavy-metal
group who have many best-sell
ing albums and many current,
well-know songs like “I’m Burn
ing For You” and “Shooting
Shark”.
Ticket prices in the gym would
be under $10 while ticket prices
in Chumash would be around
$10. The concert would be held at
the end of the quarter, while the
rest of the top availabilities are
for next quarter. So why hasn’t
Blue Oyster Cult given top •
priority and action taken to do '

Doug D’Ambrogia

.
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music and were just glad for the
change of music.
If the commmittee’s table is
not set up or you are not the on
campus during the times it is,
then conie to the meetings held
every Thursday night in the
University Union room 220 at 6
p.m. and let the committee know
what shows you will pay to see
here at Cal Poly. Hopefully, if
enough people are encouraging
and supportive of doing a
heavy-metal concert, then the
Blue Oyster Cult show could
become a reality. As it stands,
personal prejudices on the com
mittee make a heavy-metal con
cert out of the question for the
rest of the year. Even if heavymetal is not your cup of tea,
there is a good chance to get
support for another type of
music that has been ignored here
at Cal Poly. If you like being
saturated with new wave, then
have no worry and do nothing
because the committee will con
tinue to present these shows in
stead of worrying about other
musical tastes. Losing $16,(KX)
has put the committee in a posi
tion where the committee needs
the input from the students.
Concerts at the Vet’s hall and
Mustang Stadium have been
considered, but nothing active
has been done by the concert
committee. With a little push,
the committee could get back on
track. But if these problems are
ignored, then the concert com
mittee will not satisfy the stu
dent body and the committee will
just continue to be ineffective.

\
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Bands
like broken record, says student
from page 2
the show? Can you say bias?
Sure, 1 knew you could. In the
five years that I have been on the
committee, there has never been
a heavy-metal concert here at Cal
Poly. An end of the quarter
heavy-metal show will break even
because heavy-metal is very
popular these days. But the
committee has a warped view of
what the students want and in
stead choose the groups which
the majority of the individuals
on the committee personally
want to see. In this case, giving a
higher priority to another lesser
know dance-oriented, new wave
group, UB 40, instead of a wellknown, popular heavy-metal
group. Blue Oyster Cult, is due
to personal preferences and prejudiices and not out of considera
tion for diversity or the student
body.
If the actions of the concert
committee are as upsetting to
you as they are to me, a veteran
of the committee, then you will
want to do something. Most im
portantly, let your musical pref
erences and views be known to
the concert committee.
Last year at the Plaza show
before the Big County concert, I
was controlling the stereo and
sitting at the table set up for
selling tickets. Instead of conti
nuing to play Big Country music,
I put on a tape of the Scorpions,
a heavy-metal band. In the hour
that I was scheduled to do the
Plaza show, I had over twenty
people express interest in buying
tickets for a heavy-metal concert.
At least that many people came
up to say that they were tired of
being saturated with new wave
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N E W O W N E R S H IP
® NEW M AN AG EM EN T

Spring trip pianned to NYC
By LEANNE ALBERTA

I®

SAN LUIS OBISPO
. HELP WANTED

^

^COUNTER PERSON ‘ MAINTENANCE
‘ ASSISTANT MANAGERS ‘ MANAGERS
VERY FLEXIBLE HOURS
FROM 8 TO 40 HOURS A WEEK
PLEASE APPLY IN PERSON '
MON-FRI BETWEEN 2-5 PM

OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT
WORLD-SIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN AND WOMEN!JAPAN • EUROPE - AFRICA • AUSTRALIA - THE SOUTH
PACIFIC • SOUTH AMERICA - THE FXR EAST.
EXCELLENT BENEFITS. HIGHER SALARIES AND WAGES!
FREE TRANSPORTATION! GENEROUS VACATIONS!
More than 300,000 Americans
Japan, Africa. The South
— not including members of Pacific, The F ar East, South
the armed services — are
America...nearly every part
now living overseas. These
of the free world! '
people are engaged in nearly
( 3 ) . C o m p a n i e s and
• verypossible a c tiv i Government agencies
ty...construction, engineer employing personnel in near
ing, sales, transportation,
ly every occupation, from
secretarial wprk, accoun the unskilled laborer to the
ting, manufacturing, oil
college trained professional
refining, teaching, nursing,
manor woman.
government, etc.-etc. And
(4) . Firms and organiza
many are earning 12,000 to
tions engaged in foreign con
$5,000per month...or more!
struction projects, manufac
To allow you the op^
turing, mining, oil refining,
port uni t y to appl y for
engineering, sales, services,
overseas employment, we
teaching, etc., etc.
have researched and compil
(5) . How and where to ap
ed a new and exciting direc
ply for overseas Government
tory on overseas employ jobs.
ment. Here is just a sample
(6 ) . Information about
of what our International
summer jobs.
Employment Di rectory
(7) . You will receive our
covers.
*
Employment Opportunity
(1 ) . Our International Digest...jam-packed with in
Employment Directory lists
formation about current job
dozens of cruise ship com opportunities. Special sec
panies. both on the east and
tions f eat ur es news of
west coast You will be told
overseas construction pro
what type of positions the
jects. executive positions
cruise ship companies hire,
and teaching opportunities.
s u c h as d e c k h a n d s ,
90
Hooey
r e s t a ur a nt help, cooks,
Beck Guarantee
bartenders, just to name a
Our International Employ
few You will also receive
ment Directory is sent to you
several Employment Ap
with this guarantee. If for
plication Forms that you
any reason you do not obtain
may send directly to the
overseas employment or you
companies you would like to
are not satisfied with the job
work for
offers..sim ply return our
(2) . Firms and organiza Directory within 90 days and
tions employing all types of
we’ll refund your money pro
personnel in Aus t r al i a,
mptly...no questions asked.
ORDER FORM
International Employment Directory
131 Elma Dr Dept. T21
Centralia. WA 98S31

'
i

Please send me a copy of your international Employment
Directory. 1 understand that I may use this information for 90
days and if 1 am not satisfied with the results, I may return
your Directory for an immediate refund. On that basis I’m
enclosing $20 00 cash
check. .. or money order. .. for your
Directory.
'

ADDRESS

International Employment Directory 1984
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Student is travel guide

Staff Writ»

» n ^ c rs

MiwUng Daily

An informational meeting and
slide show will be held tonight
for students interested in touring
New York City during the 1985
Spring Quarter break.
The meeting is scheduled for
7:00 ^ p.m. in the University
Union, Room 216. The New York
City Tour will be centered in
Manhattan and sponsored by the
Travel Center.
'T m trying to get 20 people to
sign up for the tour,” said Jon
Scofield, an economics major
who will be the New York City
Tour guide. “ If that many people
sign up the round trip airfare and
eight nights in New York will on
ly be 8330.”
Scofield will not be an inex
perienced guide because he
knows New York City well. “ I
studied dance in New York for
three years, so I’m familiar with
the city’s fíne arts; and at the
dente time I worked as a credit
analyst for American Express, so
Tm familiar with the business
eenters of New York.”
The tour will be open to all ma
lí»». but Scofield particularly
Wants to attract fine arts and
^ s in e s s students to the tour.
. “The tour will be contoured
#ound whatever students want
dp do and see.” Scofield explain“Three to four people will be
a group to tour the city, so
den^s will never have to be

t

“New York is so exciting —
famous people are always on the
str eet,” ^'’ofield explained.
“When !
d there, Dustin
Hoffman afways walked by our
apartment and Carly Simon lived
down the street.”

Jon Scofield

“ I hope a lot of people show up
for the meeting,” Scofield said.
As an additional incentive he
said, “the drinking age ,in New
York is 18 so everyone will be in
eluded in the festivities.”
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Arch students help out SF
By LISA McKin n o n
D .. f ¥ C A

StanWriUr

In keeping with the univerai*
ty ’a motto of “learn by doing,"
seven Cal Poly architecture ma
jors recently worked on develop
ing a p ro p o ^ for land use in the
South of Market area of San
Francisco.
They were part of a Regional/
Urban Design Assistance Team
which also included profes
sionals.
“The South Market area is
basically a support area for
downtown, phis a low-income liv
ing areav” said fifth-year ar
chitecture student and R/UDAT
participant Jim Theiss. “Aa one
of the last of both types, it's of
great importance to San Fran
cisco. The question is, do they

.

B.

American cities since 1967. The
South of Market team, made up
of professionals with expertise in
everything from transportation
planning to landscape design,
and students from the University
of California at Berkeley,
Cogswell College in San Fran
cisco and Cal Poly, is the 78th
team in R/UDAT program histo
ry. It is'the first team Cal Poly
has participated in.
Student team members wwe
responsible for assisting the pro
fessional team in drawing maps
and cover designs, and making a
complete physical survey of the
area.
i
“We divided into teams and
looked at every building," said
fifth-year architecture major
Alan Gin. “Jim (Theiss), and I

r>

(J3>

Sp«>cMl lo the D*Uy

A professional architect shares his the R egional/U rban
ideas, over a cup of coffee, with Po- Assistance Team project,
ly architecture students a^ part of
want to maintain it or let it slip
away?”
“A great deal of the land there
is filled up,” added architecture
lecturer and Cal Poly R/UDAT
instigator Sandy Miller. “There
is immense commercial pressure
to have the area covered over
with high-rises, to up the zoning."
The purpose of the five day,
mid-October R/UDAT, was to br
ing in a team of people with no
vested interests in the area, who
could determine the best use for
it.
The Urban Planning and
Design Committee of the Ameri
can Institute of Architects has
been sending Urban E)esign
Assistance Teams to various

Design

sp>ent six hours covering an area
that is three blocks wide and 20
blocks long.”
“We got there early and went
out into the public, 'looking at
what is needed and talking with
people who live in the area,” ad
ded Margeigh Joy, a fifth-year
architecture major who is doing
her senior project on the North of
Market area. “We were informa
tion gatherers for people who ac
tually did the designs.”
Theiss said that the project in
cluded two different sources of
information gathering. “The first
was during the physical contact
students made with the area in
getting a feeling for what is there
in the city," he said.
“Meanwhile, the professionals

.

-

heard from the special interest
groups with v e s t ^ interests in
the area.
“The R/UDAT is meant to br
io^ the two factions together to
form a useful recommendation,”
Theiss added. "R/UDAT isn’t
binding, it ’s just a suggestion.”
All the students worked closely
with the team of professionals
throughout R/UDA'T’s progress,
but Cal Poly’s stu d en ts' may
have been more involved than
the others.

“The other students were all
locals and had to go to classes
and home, so we sort of took over
the headquarters and camped
out," Gin said with a laugh. “The
first few nights we stayed with
friends and relatives, but the last
couple of nights we camped out
in the offices at (San Francisco’s)
American In stitu te of Ar
chitects.”
No matter how closely they
worked with the professionals,
however, the students had no
*idea what sort of recommenda
tion was made for the area until
recently, when they read the
South of Market Analysis report
prepared by the team of profes
sionals.
The general consensus is that
the proposal is a good start. “I t’s
a step in the right direction, and
I think th a t’s what it’s intended
to be,” said Theiss. “I don’t
think that some of the specifics
were really dealt with, but it’s
unrealistic to think they could
come together and solve the
specifics in three to four days.”
What did occur during the pro
ject was an eye-opening, learning
experience for the students who
participated. Miller said. “They
get a chance to be involved with
professionals and learn a lot. San
Francisco is a good area for them
to get involved in since it's a
realistic and complex environ
ment,” she added.
Joy called the experience, “a
condensed version of what we'll
all have to go through.
“ It gave me a different view
point on what kind of design can
occur by committee.” she con
tinued.
Gin said he discovered that
even professionals have to pull
the occasional all-nighter. “ As
students, we wonder if that hap
pens once we’re out of school.”
he said. “ If they're interested
enough to make the sacrifice,
professionals will dedicate their
time and stay up all night just
the same as we do.”
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CONTACT LENS EXAMINATIONS
Extended Wear Specialists
Dr. G.B. Chaffe
Dr. D.L. Coombs
Dr. D. Carter
1029ChorroSt,

Downtown 543-66JI2
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Thursday, Nov. 2 9
O n e S h o w O n ly.or 9 : 3 0 p .n n . $ 6
Tickers ovdiloble or (3oo l3oo Pecorcjs,
Cheop Thrills 6 The Spinr
Forenrerroiomenr mformorion coH 544 6078
1772 Colle Joocjuin
up rhe hill from Howoro Johnson s)
Open Wed Sor • Enrerrommenr Nighrly

SEMESTER
ATSEA
PRESENTS A
SPECIAL
SLIDE SHOW

Discover an .^xciting way lo travel around the world and
contlnu^ your undergraduate studies aboard ship. Visit ma|or
ports in the Mediterranean, the Middle East and the Orient
More than 60 voyage related university credit courses are
ottered.
PLACE AND TIME

N o v « m b w 29,1984 •7:00 P.M.
E n g ln M rin g W*8t •204
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541-4420

Bucketteers dribbie way to gym
By LISA LONG
S u n W r it« aad

RAY AVITA
Spedal to tW Daiiy

Meadowlark
Lemon,’’The
Clown Prince of Basketball” will
bring his basketball team, the
Bucketeers, to Cal Poly’s main
gym Saturday, Dec. 1 at 7 p.m.
Lemon, formerly of the world
famous Harlem Globetrotters,
created the Buckteers five years
ago. The Bucketeers are a blend
of highly skilled young players
and experienced professionals.
They combine comedy and sur
prise with trick shots and in
tricate ball maneuvers.
The Bucketeers have toured
internationally and performed
before presidents, popes and
royalty.
Lemon left the Globetrotters
to pursue personal goals follow
ing 22 years as the creative force
and a focal point for the team.
“The household name of the
organization was diminishing,”
said Lemon. "It became a
business instead of a personal

thing,” he said.
The Bucketeers is Lemon’s
“dream team.” He has combined
some of the finest young basket
ball players in the country with
several experienced professional
players to maintain a balance of
high-action basketball and com
edy.
Los Angeles Times sportswriter Jim Murray wrote that
Lemon is “an American Institu
tion whose uniform should hang
alongside the Spirit of St. Louis
and the Gemini Space Capsule in
the Smithsonian!”
Lemon says this is the hap
piest time of his life. “I ’m doing
the same thing I’ve done for
years. Still running up and down
the court and still bringing
laughs and smiles to the people
in the seats. That’s what it is all
about. It’y one of the things that
keeps me going.”
Lemon has managed to spend
time with his second love,, acting.
He had a major role in the
feature movie “The Fish That
Saved Pittsburgh,” a cameo ap

pearance in the motion picture
comedy “Modern Romance.” and
recently fulfilled a multi-year
contract with NBC Television
including made-for-TV movies,
pilots, serials and specials.
Lemon also donates time to the
Multiple Sclerosis Foundation,
the March of Dimes, City of
Hope and the United States
Olympic Committee.
Advance tickets are available in
the ASI Business office in the
University Union, the University
Union Ticket office, all locations
of Boo Boo Records and Cheap
Thrills. Advance tickets are $4
for children 12 and younger, $5
for Cal Poly students and senior
citizens and $6 for the general
pubhc. Tickets at the door will
cost an additional 50 cents. A
discount of 10 percent will be
given to groups of 10 or more if
tickets are purchased in advance
from the ASI business office.
This is a presentation of the
Special Events Committee of Cal
Poly’s ASI.
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SANDWICH PLANT

Spirit lifting
One good season done, cheerleaders plan another
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With the football season over,
the Cal Poly cheerleaders are
looking back on their achieve
ments only for a moment before
setting new goals for next fall.
Head Cheerleader Sanford
Smith attributes the squad’s
successful season to its
cohesiveness. "They (the
cheerleaders! all work well
together and are all really sup
portive. (They) all do a good job."
Hard work is another reason
the group has done so well.
The nine cheerleaders and two
mascots went to the University
of California, Santa Barbara this
summer for a cheerleader train
ing camp to refine their cheering
sidlls, ranking superior in most
cheering categories and bringing
back with them the "spirit
stick,” an honor for their high
spirit. Smith was ranked
"super-sensational" for his per
sonal spirit and performance.
After camp, the squad return-,
ed to San Luis Obispo to practice
what they learned in Santa Bar
bara, practicing four hours every
day the three weeks before Fall
Quarter, and drilling twice a
week for two hours once the
quarter began.
The cheerleaders found the
crowds more receptive this
season than in the past.
"The crowds (were) great this
year,” said cheerleader Mary
Shackle ton.
Smith added that more crowd
participation yells may have
been a factor in greater crowd

‘They all
work- well
together
and are all
really
supportive.’
— Head Cheerleader
Sanford Smith
"Onys are out to give vocal
backup. . . and to help out with
pyramids,” Smith said. "We can
do more stunts (with men on the
squad.)”
Cheerleader Suzanne Fiore
said, "(Cheering) is a sport. It
takes stamina and skill. I know
there are (men) who would be in
terested.”
Smith said cheerleader tryouts
for next faU are in the spring.
Women are taught a dance
routine and a chMr and men are
taught a cheer, some gymnastics
and partner stunts with the
t
women.
"The main thing they need is
enthusiasm and a positive at
titude,” Smith said, adding lhat
gymnastics experience is not re
quired.
Mascot Sherlynn Sobezak said
mascot auditions are less formal.

— COUPON----------
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SUGARLESS
SHACK

WE ON

enthusiasm. He said the group
.has been particularly successful
with the wave, an invention of
the college football season per
formed here for the first time.
Cheerleaders run frOm one end of
the bleachers to the other. As
they pass each section of the
stands, the fans stand up and sit
down, creating a ripple effect
across the bleachers.
The squad also owes a lot of
their support to the marching
band.
‘‘The band is willing to yell, ,
(which) gets others in the crowd
to yell," Shackleton said.
The band doesn't limit their
involvement to cheering,*
however. Some band members
respond to the Cal Poly tradition
known as "horseshoes.” After
performing a short dance routine
the women on the cheerleading
squad turn their backs to the
crowd and flip their skirts,
revealing yellow horseshoes.
The clmrleaders find support
from the football team and the
cheerleader adviser, Frank
Kassak. Kassak works in
Duplication Center on campus as
a reproduction process assistant.
"I steer the (cheerleaders) in
the direction of fundraising,”
Kassak said. He is also in charge
of scheduling transportation and
facilities for the group.
f
With the football season barely
over, the cheerleaders are already
looking to next year to see what
can be done to improve spirit and
expand their program. One of
their goals is to get more men to
try out for the squad.
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prevent possible odvoncing complications. This Free Spinal public
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Johnston Chiropractic Clinic
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San Luis Obispo
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NOW
FASTER
SERVICE

You’n' deep under the sea.
TTwre are 4600 ton.s of nuelearpoweretl submarine an>und
you. Your mission - to preserve
the peace.
Your jo b - to c(M)rdinate a
practice missile launch. Kverything about the sub is staU‘-ofthe-art, including you.
The exercise-a success.You’n'
part of that success and now
you’re riding high.

In the nuclear Navy, you learn
(|uickly. Over half o f Anu*rica’s
nuclear reactors are in the
Navy. And that means you g(*t
hands-on <‘xp«‘rience fast.
You get r t ' W ' a r d e d fast, too.
With a gix'at sUirting salary of
.$22,(MM) that can build to as
much as $4-1,(M)0 after five years.
And with training and skills
you’ll use for a bfetime.
Tb«*n, w hether you’re in the

Mediterranean, the l*acific or
the Atlantic, w herx'ver you
move around tju* world, you’ll
be moving U p in your cart'er
and in the Navy. ^
Find out more about an
exciting future Ihitt vTilTTStt
start today.
your Navv Kccruiter or
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Three wheelera are lined up and ready for fun in the aun. In addition to three wheeling,
camping ia available for the hearty outdooraman.
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that will be uaed to cover the
shape. Decorators will begin
painting the float on Dec. 23.
“The float will then be driven
from Pomona to Pasadena and
will l>e parked in Rosemont
Pavillion for further decoration,"
Baker said. All areas of the float
must be decorated with some
type of natm*al floral material.
Six club members will ride on the
float during the parade. Four
members will drive the float
while the other two will control
f ills electronics.
The Rose Float Club is broken
down into two divisions. The
club officers Janet MuUa, presi
dent; John Mudnich, vice presi
dent; Lisa Jeans, Secretary; and
Mike McMillan, treasurer are
responsible for keeping club
members interested and involved
in the float. The committee,
which consists of an additional
15 members, is responsible for
the actual construction of the
float.
The float wiU be in the 1985
Rose Parade in^Pasadena on Jan.

Dorm Antics by Steve Cowden
«4 u

A

1.

I
—
>ii
Getting ready for the 1986
Rose Float Parade January 1,
Cal Poly Rose Float Club
assistant for design Kathy
Shields carves a face out of
styrofoam. “Only in America"
is the theme that inspired the
Poly float, a combined effort
between the campus here and
the Pomona campus.
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CORRECTION
It was incorectly reported in the
Nov. 19 edition of the Mustang
Daily that the son of the chief of
police had participated in undercover volunteer work with Alcohol-

ic Bev«-age Control. The son of a
poUce officer had participated, but
‘he was not a son of tbs chief of
police,

GRADUATES

Health Center Q’s-f-A’s

Exercising doesn^t sober up
The Health Center Peer Educa
tion counselors welcome questions
related to sports health, nutrition
and diet, family planning, alcohol
awareness and oral health. Ques
tions can be submitted to the Ac
tivities Planning Center "or the
Health Center lobby for published
answers.
Q: I have heard that exercise after
you become drunk will help your
body get rid of the alcohol. Is that
true?
A: No. About 90 percent of the
ethyl alcohol is broken down by the
liver into carbon dioxide and water.
The liver can only break down

alcohol at a constant rate — about
one drink per hour. Even though
five to eight percent of the alcohol
is eliminated through breathing,
sweating and urination, no matter
what you do, things like exercising
won't sober yousup any faster than
one hour for each drink.

Therefore, brushing after each meal
and snack keeps plaque from build
ing up at all.
Q: I am using the diaphragm as my
contraceptive method but I’m con
fused about something. After I in
sert it, how long am I protected
for?

YOU PROVIDE T H E T A L E N T AND I N I T I A T I V E WISHER a BECKER CONTRACTING EN6INEERS
,

Q: How often should I brush my
teeth?
A: First of aU, the-diaphragm must
always be used %ith a cream or jel
A: Teeth should be brushed at least ly. After inital insertion you will be
every 24 hours since that is how protected for up to two hours.
long it takes plaque to form col After two hours and between each
onies. Once plaque is formed it act of intercourse you must use an
utilizes carbohydrates and sugar to additional applicator full of cream
excrete acid which attacks the or jelly without removing the
enamel of the tooth and the gums. diaphragm.

Our Heavy Construction group is involved in
mechanical and electrical installations on
powerplants arvd industrial processing
facilities, which includes mMhanical equip
ment installation, pipirtg. Electrical and In
strumentation work.

Rasidant Manager Wanted
has an immediate opening for
a "R.M.". The person we seek
shouid be tru s tw o rth y ,
reiiabie, and abie to use good
judgement. They shouid work
weli with peopie and have a
good mechanicai aptitude. To
appiy see Gene Bernard at
Murray St. Station (Managers
office)
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S u n s e t S u p p e r S p e c ia ls
« c rv c d d a il y f r o m $:00 — '':00 p .m .
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WE ARE SEEKI NG G R A D U A T E S WITH DEGREES IN THE
F OL L OW IN G AREAS:

SEAFOOD SPECIALTIES
tn irc i» irKluJc sju tc tj n«.» potaiocN j n J 4 fresh vcgcijhlrf

C A LA M A R I

$7.9S

Select frt'sh squh I lij^htlv hreaded with seaxmed Italian
hreadinit sauteed to pcrtcction and served with lemon and
tartar sauce

FRESH SWORDFISH STEAK

1262 Murray Ava.
M-F
541-3656
9-5
•eaaaasawaeaieawwawaaawswsaiswai

PROVIDE THE O P P O R T U N I T Y .

Our System Technologies group is involved
in the design, fabrication and installation of
computer aided system, telecommunica
tions, rail transit signaling and supervisory
control and data acquisition systems.

yM«ss#siaa»si*»aa»s#sis**a#«»aswsii
MURRAY STREET STATION

I

WILL

—

•— E L E C T R I C A L E N O IN E E R IN Q ( E L E C T R O N I C E M R N A t lS I
•— IN D U S T R IA L T E C H N O L O Q Y ( E L E C T R O N I C O P T I O N )

M.9S

— M E C H A N I C A L E N O IN E E R IN Q
------EN O IN EE R IN Q T E C H N O L O Q T ( E L E C T R O N I C 4 M E C H A N I C A L )

MesQUite broiled, served with tifawn butter

FRESH PACIFIC RED SNAPPER

CO M eUTCR S C IE N C e (S C IEN TIFIC A F E L IC A T IO N S )

M.9S

C jlib irnia tilei of red snapper, mesQuite broiled with our
special scjxtninK'* and fresh lemon

\
PASTA SPECIALTIES
iAlf•l'J^t.l Dishes meiuik' j Irish vejtitjhk and sourdmiKh gjrlKlogsil
CH IC KEN FETTUCINE

$8 9S

Boneless breast tif chicken mesejuite broiled, serxed on a bed
ot homemade Fetiucinc Alfredo with sauteed broccoli

ANGEL HAIR PASTA BOLOGNESE

$A.9S

H’ s hoitumade pasta toppeil with a rich Italian meat sauce
and freshlv grated Parmesan cheese
•

WE WILL BE ON CAMPUS

LINGUINE WITH FRESH CLAM SAUCE
Homemaile linKUine tossed with fresh sauteed elams in a
hutterx cream sjuce ami topped with fre^hlv Ktated
parmes.in eheest

THUIISDXT.

SPECIALTIES OF THE HOUSE

PRESESSION:

(Tbcic 9p«rwftiC9 lOcludc 96Utccd MW POWOC9 tnd 9 frt»h vegettWc)

EGG PLANT PARM ESAN

H O V E . . » 30, 1 9 9 4
N OV EM B E R 29

7:00 P.M.

$4.9S

Sauteed enx plant layered with t»nr speeial inaiiiura >auee
parmesjn cheese and mozrarella cheese, then baked to
perfection

698 H IQ U E R A 'S L O

546-9066
fe*acsesHfcas

TOP SIRLOIN STEAK
U S D A L hoiee Top Sirloin a*:ed sea'^med ami broiled over
mesejuite charcoals

CHOCOLATE FONDUE A LA CARTE

$« 95

IF Y O U ARE S E E K IN G A T E C H N I C A L C A R E E R B E Q IN N IN Q W IT H
E X C E L L E N T T R A IN IN Q L E A D IN G T O F U T U R E G R O W T H , WE
W O U L D L IK E T O M E E T W I T H Y O U .
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Mustangs run over Waves, bucked by Bruins
Rallies run out
for Poly, beaten
by'UCLA in five
by A ndy Frokjer

sun Wriur

It’s not often that you get a
chance to knock off the No. 1 team
in the nation twice in the same
week'-especially when they are two
different teams.
After beating No. 1 University of
the Pacific, the Cal Poly women’s
volleyball team traveled to
Westwood to take on the Tigers’
successor at the top spot-UCLA.
Alas, the feat was not meant for
the history books as the Bruins
won a seesaw match from the
Mustangs, 15-10,15-11, 8-15,13-15,
15-4.
The Bruins, coming off an im
portant victory over No. 4 USC,
needed a win to boost their chances
of receiving a top seeding in one of
the four regionals of the NCAA
tournament.
The Mustangs were also looking
for a win to improve their pro
spects of getting a top seeding, but
their playin a match with Pepperdine the previous day was less than
inspired, needing four games to
overcome the Waves, 10-15, 16-14,
.15-10.15-11
Before the match with UCLA,
Pepperdine coach Nina Matthies
- said that if the Mustangs played
the same way they did against her
team, they would loae in three
straight.
The Mustangs’ play improved,
but the Bruins were ready. UCLA
jiunped out to an early lead in the
first game going up 7-2 behind
some heavy hitting and tough ser
ving. Poly iMttled back to draw as
close as 13-10 but a passing error
and net violation by the Mustangs
gave the win to the Bruins.
Prom the start, game two looked
like it would be replay of the first
game as the Bruins zoomed out to
a 11-3 lead thanks to the serving of
defensive ace Julie Barnes.
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Carol Tschaaar blocks a Pepperdine spike as setter Dede Bodnar waits for the rebound.

A timeout by coach Mike Wilton
gave the Mustangs a chance to
regroup and senior Terri Willis
served well to bring the Mustangs
back to a 12-9 score.
The
Mustangs got ased óse as 13-11
after kills by Ljmn Kessler and
Card Tschasar, but two Bruin
blocks of Poly hits closed the
match, 15-11.
,
“We were really tight at the
start,” said Wilton. "It took one
and three quarters games to get rid

HEY

of that tightness.”
At this point, it looked like the
Bruiiu were going to make the
Pepperdine coach a prophet by
sweeping the Mustangs. But an
extra long break between games 2
and 3 stopped the Bruins’ momen
tum and gave the Mustangs a
chance to fight their way back into
the match.
The Mustangs came out firing in
the third game taking their fu st
lead of the match 4-1 after two kills

ALL

by junior Kelly Strand. UCLA
managed to tie the score at 7-7 but
the Mustangs were clearly in con
trol. From this point, the outcome
was academic as UCLA made three
service errors and the Poly hitters
came alive to nail down the victory,
16-8.
Game four proved to be the
hardest fought game of the match
as the Bruins once again grabbed
the early lead, 6-1, capitalizing on
Mustang mistakes. Some tough

serving by setter Dede Bodnar
helped close the gap to 7-5 but
Bruin h itter Liz M asakayan
returned the favor and the Bruins
were up 10-5.
Paced by the serving of Ellen
Bugalski, the Mustangs knotted
the score at 10-10, bringing Bruin
coach Andy Banachowski off the
bench to call time-out. The Bruins
got a quick two points before
Wilton was off the bench as well to
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RESIDENCE

M O V E IN N O W !

HALL

STUDENTS

HERE'S

AriD PAY OMLY FOR A W iriT E R /S P R in C
H O U SinQ COriTRACT AT MUSTAPiQ VILLAGE

THE

WINNERS

Then, ask how you can save $$
on next year's housing!
Spaces are limited, so call now!

(805) 543-4950
1 Mustang Drive
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
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THE ENERGY CONSERVATION

GOOD

JOB

.

TIPSHEET CONTEST IS OVER AND THE WINNERS ARE;

DIVISION I

YOSEMITE HALL

$25

DIVISION II

TRINITY HALL

$20

DIVISION III
GUYS; AND
GALS

LASSEN HALL
SEE

YOU

$15
AT THE

M U g iA N G V IL L A G E
NEXT

MEETING

YOUR iriDEPinD EM T S TU D EH T COM M UniTY
FOR T H E '80s!
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from pago 10
ftigniil for time. The Bruins picked
up another point but two kills by
Lynn Kessler and one by Bugalski
brought' the Mustangs even and
Banachowski was up once again.
After a pair of side outs, Bugalski
put the match away with two good
serves and suddenly the Mustangs
had wrested the match away from
the Bruins.
"The whites of their eyes were
showing,” Wilton said, “We had
them.-”
When Bodnar served an ace to
open the fifth game, it looked like
the Mustangs were about to pull
off the biggest comeback of the
season. Then the roof caved in.
The Bruins, led by the powerful
hitting of Masakayan, proceeded to
pound down 13 kills on 26 sets with
only one error for a phenomenal
.462 kill percentage.
"Suddenly the air went out of our
balloon,” said Wilton, “and the
next thing we know we're changing
sides down •2-8.
A couple of
players were tight in the fifth game
and that hurt us.”
Unfortunately for the Mustangs,
they’d run out of rallies to keep
themselves in the match and when
Masakayan slammed home her
19th and final kill the Bruins had
won the game, 16-4* and the match.
Despite the lossik which gave the
Mustangs a 33-7 record f<»r the
season, Wilton said he thought the
team had gained a valuable experienee.
“Most of our players hadn't seen
UCLA play this year.” he said,
“llda match showed them « • can
H>y with that team, we can beat
that team.”

Bartow’s Blazers
top college team
BIRMINGHAM, AU. (API Coach Gene Bartow caught a cold
in Alaska but the weather didn't
bother his Alabama-Birmingham
basketball team, which jumped in
to the Associated Press college
rankings Tuesday after winning
the Great Alaska Shootout.
The Blazers defeated Tennessee
and two ranked teams. No, 2 Il
linois and No, 19 Kansas, at An
chorage and were rewarded with
the No. 13 spot in this week’s poH.
The defending national c a m p i
on, Georgetown, remained No. 1
with 66 of the 67 first-place votes
from a panel of sportswriters and
broadcasters. D el^ul moved from
third to second, foliowed by St.
John’s.
Despite hie hoarseneee from "a
horrible cold,” Bartow was able to
express his happiness over the
recognition of toe Alabama-Birm
ingham program he started from
scratch in 1978 after taking teams
from Memphis and UCLA to the
NCAA’s Final Four.
‘T m sure our players wiU be very
pleased and excited about being in
the Top Twenty,” he said. "We had
a greet week in Anchorage. It’s
something I’m sure w e ll afwaya
remember.”
, It is too early, BartOw said, “to
predict that we’re a legitimate Top
Twenty team. But on the basis of
last week, if Illinois and Kansas are
definitely legitimate, then we’re
probably legitimate,
"However, we play a lot of good
teams in the next few weeks. We'll
know a lot more in the next two or
three weeks.”
Under Bartow, Alabama-Birm
ingham has never had a losing
season. The Blazers of the Sun Belt
Conference have been to one Na
tional Invitation Tournament and
four NCAA tournaments. They
went 23-11 last season.
No. 1 Georgetown opened its
season in Hawaii with victories
over Hawaii-Hilo and Hawaii-Loa
and opens at home Saturday
against Southern Connecticut.
j
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Terri Willis prepares to dink the ball over the Pepperdine
blockers.

Los A ngeles houses
cross-tow n rivalry
LOS ANGELES (API A
crosstown rivalry was bom the
other night when the newest Na
tional Basketball Association team
in town, the IxM Angeles Clippers,
took on the Log Angahm Lakers.
“It was as sfw tod a game for 48
minutes as you’re going to find,”
said Lakers Coach Pat Riley after
his team topped the Clippers 108103. “ It’s a good old HatfieldMcCoy rivalry. You could see it
from end line to end line, and that’s
the way it’s going to be.”
A crowd of 14,991 at the Loe
Angeles Sports Arena — the big
gest home-court audience in t ^
seven-year history of the Clippers
— seemed to love every minute.
Appropriately, Randy Newman’s
“ I Love L.A.” song was played as
the teams warmed up Saturday.
After that, it was difficult to tell
that the Lakers have been one of
the NBA’s better teams for several
years and the Clippers, who resided
in San Diego until this year, have
been one of the league’s poorer
clubs.
“ I think it’s going to bo great
every time we play,” said former
Laker Norm Nixon, who is in his
second season with the Clippers. “I
know the Lakers didn’t want to
lose this game. And this showed
that we do have some fans.
“When we get some more W’s
(wins), our fans won’t have to cover
their heads with their hats
anymore.”
While the Clippers were the home
team, loyalties appeared to be
divided about evenly. The Forum,

home of the Lakers, is less than 10,
miles away.
Alan I. Rothenberg, president of
the Clippers, couldn’t suppress his
excitement when asked about the
game shortly before the opening .
tipoff.
“We’d like to say it’s just
another game, but it’s special,” he
said. “On one hand, it’s just the
first, in reality, though, it’s THE
first.”
,
The Clippers moved to Los
Angeles last spring after playing
six years in San Diego. The NBA
didn’t endorse the action, filing a
$26 million suit against the team.
The suit is still pending.
But th a t’s off the court.
Rothenberg is much more concern
ed about what’s happening on the
court. So far, he’s pretty pleased,
even though the Clippers have won
only five of their 16 games so far
this season.
The Clippers have revamped
their roster in an effort to improve.
Among their first-year players is
Los Angeles native Marques
Johnson, a longtime standout with
Milwaukee who with Junior
Bridgeman and Harvey Catchings
was ac6rd in a trade with the
Bucks shortly before the season
began.
The Clippers are trying to win
the public’s favor as the “People’s
Team.” They’ve made the most of
an advertising campaign that tick
et prices (84, $8, $12 and $161 are
much lower than those offered by
the U k ers ($7, $9.60, $13,60,
$27.60 and up).

GRAND
POPPER JACK’S

PIZZA
Two items on a large pizza
and two 32oz. ookes for only

7.50
FREE DELIVERY
549-8616
Open: Sun-Thurs 4pm-1am
FrI & Sat 4pm-2am
474 Marsh Street, San Luis Obispo
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Muatang Dally

Poly seeded third
in playoff polls
Women receive bye in first round,
Regional matches might be in SLO
by Jill Perry
sun wri(w

The season, ain’t over til that
last ball drops, but the Cal Poly
women’s volleyball team met its
season-long goal of finishing in
the top four in NCAA Division 1
volleyball as it heads into the
championships.
The Mustangs have reached
their highest seeding ever in
NCAA as the No. 3-ranked team
in the nation and they ended play
in the Pacific Coast Athletic
Association Conference as the
No. 1 team for 1984.
The pools for the NCAA
playoffs, were announced Mon
day and Cal Poly is scheduled to
play the winner of the next
Thursday’s UCSB-Fresno State
match.
Poly’s next match will be a
Northwest Regional match Fri
day, Dec. 7.; it could be held here,
but the location will not be an
nounced until Sunday.
Head coach Mike Wilton said
he would like to be the host, but
there is uncertainty because of a
protest filed with NCAA by UOP
coach Dr. Taras Liskevych when

Classified
Studant. (acuity S staff dally rataa ara
TOt par llna lor 1-3 days, 50« par llna lor 4-5
days, and 40« par llr>a lor 0 or mors day«,
lor ALL catagorlaa. Non-campus •
businaa« dally rata« ara S1 par llna for t-3
days, 90« par llna lor 4-5 days, ar>d 80« par
llna lor 6 or mora days.
Payabla by chack O NLY to Mustang Dal
ly. Ads must ba submittad bafora to AM at
tba UU Inlomtatlon daak or In QA226 to
bagin 2 working days latar.

a Mustang/Tiger matchup was
delayed Nov. 17.
“The NCAA is very concerned
because of the protest. 1 think
there’s a good chance we might
get it, but Oregon wants to host
it and if they beat Hawaii Friday
night, they mighi get it,’' Wilton
said.
UCSB, which is ranked 17th,
will most likely come out the vic
tor of the playoff match against
19th-ranked Fresno, but the
Gauchos may be affected by the
recent knee surgery on t h ^ set
ter Traci Millers.
D»Uy/BI»t«C»wyfciU
“She had minor orthoscopic
MustaagB t Kelly Strand, L3mn Kessler and The celebration proved premature as the Bruins
surgery last week,’’ Ed Evans,
Terri Willis celebrate after overcoming a two won the fifth game and the match.
sports information assistant at
game
deficit to tie the match with UCLA at 2-2.
UCSB said. “The surgeon went j,
If Cal Poly, which has never
in to see if there was anything
two tough matches to play
ranked Colorado State (25-7),
gone higher than Rfth in its
wrong. He found very little, u
UCLA and UCLA will have one
14th-ranked BYU (33-13), 16thanything, wrong. He told here to ' NCAA seeding, nuikes it out of
tough team (Texas), so that could
ranked Arizona (16-11) and
stay off it for a week to ten days,
the first-round of the Regionals
be a good match,” Wilton said.
unranked Pepperdine.
but we fully expect her to be
unscathed, it will likely play
Both No. 1-ranked Stanford
UOP’s Mid-Eastern Region in
UCLA, which has one of the least
ready for Regional«.’’
and No. 4-ranked UOP were
cludes 7th-ranked Nebraska
challenging pools of the Champi
“That match could go either
matched up with competitive
(25-3), llth-ranked Illinois State
onship. The Bruins will find their
pools for their regions.
way,” Wilton said.
(36-5), 13th-ranked Penn State
greatest competition against
Cal Poly’s regional pool also
Stanford’s Western Region
(29-5),
18th-ranked
North
includes 9th-ranked ^ n Jose
8th-ranked Texas and 19thpool includes 5th-ranked USC
Western (27-9) and unranked
ranked Tennessee.
State, 6th-ranked Hawaii and
(28-6 for the season), lOth-ranked
Pittsburg
and
W estern
‘'We’re going to have to win
unranked Purdue and Oregon.
San Diego State (31-13), 12thMichigan.
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A n n o u n c e m e n ts
INK SPO T SCREEN PRINTING
T-shirts'Sweats* Painter Caps'Pecals
Open 24 hrs. Call 543-7991
SKI SEASON IS HERE! (or the best lip pro
tection, Nafuroll Lip Balm 100% Natural
protective' healing only 79« at El Corral
& The Campus store. Don't leave home
with
out It! BUY SOME TO D A Y !

C a m p u s C lu b s

AFS/FOREIGN
RETURNEES
Join AFS Returnee Club and meet other
loreign students Contact Gregg.544-7371
Clerks Wanted In Escape Route Volunteer l
hour a week benellts: Vi price on rentals
and discounts on purchases Apply now
OPPO RTUNITY A W A ITS r
S TU D EN T CDM M UN ITY SERVICES O F CAL
POLY HAS O FFIC ER POSITIONS AVAIL
ABLE. VICE PRESIDENT, SECRETARY AND
CO OR DIN ATO R FOR TH E SHO R T TERM
PROGRAMS ARE PRESENTLY NEEDED.
TH IS IS A G R EAT C H A N C E T O IMPRESS
FUTUR E EMPLOYERS. C A LL $4«-247e FOR
MORE INFO.

Personals
DIVE A STER EO T O SOM EONE YOU LOVE
this holiday season. Call ^ u n d on Wheels
lor lowest prices.
541-2195
Pregnant and need help? Call A.L.P.H.A . 24
hr. 541-3367. Free pregnancy test, councaling. financial aid. referrals.

Lost & Fo u nd
Lot t Male. Tan and White Tabby cat.
If found please call 541-6348
Losi one boot, no kidding! Women's
burgandy boot lost Tuesday Oct. 30. 9:00PM
somewhere between campus and along
Foothill Blvd. Please call 541-2131
Lost Sigma Kappa Sorority Pin Reward If
found please contact Cathy D. at the Sigma
Kappa House 543-9748

A n n o u n ce m e n ts
Are you tired ol policies being decided lor
you? Don't you wish you had a aay In what
happens In the Union? Well, heras your big
chance. Get Involved with the University
Union Advisory Board. There are now open
ings lor Student Governor. Contact Linda
Lea in U.U. *217A for applicationa. Deadline
Nov. 27.
Cal Poly Teachers' Society. Every other
Tuesday evening 6:00pm Rm 207 BA&E Gat
Invohrad! Important info on upcoming act.
HAN D M AD E CHR ISTM AS G IFTS O U T O F
SH ELLS ANY S U B JE C T M ATTER - CALL
541-2195. DENNIS

Slftrttng
OêH

PLEASE!
Red Royal Asporl lOsp stolen on Nov. 15
Please contact owner. Sentimental value.
REWARD No questions asked 544-5609

R

easeT

Wrong phone' printed In previous ad

Name.

T y p in g

For Sale

Typing By Judith. Will pick up & dallver on
campus. 466-0610 Afternoon & Eves.

SQUEEZED FOR SPACE
TR Y OUR PLACE
DERREL’S MINI STO RAG E
SM ALL. PRIVATE W AREHOUSE FROM 818
PER MO
3850 BROAD S T„S .L.O .
S466300..........................8466434

Have you got a crutch? If you borrowed
crutchea from the Health Center and no
longer need them, please return them Im
mediately
I need xtra grad tlckets;wlll payS-JoAnn
5466064-Collect over T G brk. 213692-2809
WANTED:Educatk>n Slot psych students to
participate In a curriculum evaluation pro
ject. Decent pay. Call 549-9563. leave name
6 number

"

ToM li

0«v«

.S S i.

TYPING W ORD PROCESSOR C A LL
AUDREY 595-2381 DAILY OR
5286487 EVENINGS LE TTE R Q U ALITY

Stereo E q u ip m e n t

W ORD PROCESSING, Sr. Pr., resumes, etc.
Ltr. quality. Call the 'Professionals' 773-3757 SALE-on all equipment and Installations
now through Christmas. Up t6 40% oil.
Sound on Wheels 541-2195
SOUND ON W HEELS 541-2195
Car stereo equipment, all major brands,
best installation In town.
Lowest pilcas!

E m p lo y m e n t
Advertising Coordinator for Wlnter/Spring
Qtr. for Mustang Dally wanted. Must have
work study allocation from financial aid ollice to qualify Hours to suit your class
schedule Mon-Friday 65. Contact Joann,
Q A 226, for Interview

SCH Ö Ö L BUS D IV E R S ; ^PVitTlme” "slarl
86.78/hr., plus fringe. Current Calllomla
School Bus Driver's Certificate required.
Apply San Luis Coastal Unified School
T y p in g
District, 1499 San Luis Drive, by December
For all your typing needs, call Bonnie 543- 4,1984..
0520. Eves and weekends
Truck driver-local deliveries for building maPROFESSIONAL T Y I ^ T ^ R V I c F s U j d e t t l terials yard. Full-time and part-time hour«
rates 75</ds pg. Any work done Free Poly available. Minimum age 21. Must be experi
pickup/delivery. Editing. Guaranteed accu enced and have good driving record. Call
rate. Fast. Tapes, too 7726211
544-1318
P R O F E S S IO N A L
TY P IN G
Fast
and
reasonable. Call Sue 5469568

R&R TYPING (Rona), By appt. 96:30 MonSat. memory typewriters, 544-2991
REASO NABLE R A TES TYPING SERVICE
C A L L N A N C Y 5433774 EVES & W KENDS

Senior Project, Resumes, Papers, Joanell
544-2547 Between 8am-8pm
TH E SCRIBE SHOP 4613458. Word Processing. Editing. Theses. Campus delivery.

7 GraaHnaws
9 Evants
II Lost A Found

19 Miscaiianaous
?i Trcvai
23 Rida Sisara

1980 YAM AHA 400 Special-good cond 8450/
obo Call Mark 5446761

R oom m ates
Female roommate needed lor own room
winter quarter/8195 per month. Close to
Poly-Call Mary at 5496003
Roommate needed, own room, near Poly.
8275 mo. ' % utility & deposit. Starting Dec.
15. Francisco 5469044
1-2 fern rm. mstr. br. In beaut new home 3.3
ac's Santa Margarita 10 min to SLO 150/m
shared or 3rd br. 250/m. Eves 4363001.

For Sale
Rental H o usin g
Quiet 30 yr. old student wants own room to
rent *250^00 Jan3un 4156462187 6 1 1pm

"• H P 4 1 C X * "
BRAND N EW S225(OBO)
C A LL 5437821 EVES

SUBLEASE A ONE-BEDROOM AP T IN
M USTAN G VILLAGE FOR W INTER & SPRG
Q UARTERS. C O N T A C T FADY 5460786
Tw o bedrm In Los Osos, 2 car garage, refrg
jnlum ished, w/o utilities, 3 4 students or
family w/lease 8750 Call 52i8-7278

Organically grown almonda shelled
Tastes great Delivery to Cal Poly
S2 per lb or 81.50 per lb for 101b 2361636

Cucia appfopnata classification
i3Wantad
2S Oppodunitias
IS Sarvicas
27 Employmant
17 Typ in g

M o p e d & Cycles

G O L F CLUB: E X C ELLE N T W OM EN'S
S TAR TER SET. USED FOR 2 LESSONS.
CLUBS. BAG, BALLS. C A L L 4365507
A FTER 1PM. S100 FIRM.

RELAX! Let me do your typiag. On-campus
deliverylpickup SALLY 7736B54A461281

I Campus Clubs
3 Announcamants

-Zip.

On-

Typing Etc. Term papers, resumes, 4896610
014696949

Services
Free! Free! Free! Free! Free!
Attic Insulation, water heater blankets &
more! Lower your utility bill now!
>
Call Jean 5286244 pm 544-4355 am

$ ^rspnais
CNy.

Typing-fast, accurate, reasonable,
campus del & pickup Diane 528-4059

Professional typing. Reasonable. I edit 8
corract spelling. Becky, 544-2640

II anyone found a leather iackat in the Din
ing Hall Lockets Call 546-3406 REWARD!
Sentimental value

NOTICE:

W a n te d
BASS PLAYER needed lor newly formed
ROCK band 543-1564 546-3103

29 For Sala
31 StaraoEquipmani
33 Mopads A Cycias

35 Bicyclas
37 Automobilas
39 Roommatas
41 Rantal Housing
43Homastor Sala

CAMPUS RATES ALL CLASSIFICATIONS:
70« per line per day lor 1-3 days
50« per line per day for 4-5 days
40« per line per day for 6 -f days
AOS DROPPED OFF BEFORE 10AM
WILL START 2 WORKING DAYS LAT^R

f L rn
UM.1

«Amount
sitached
7
a
9 10 11 12 1J 14 15 16 i r
16 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 3 1
Drop tnii ad wiin a clieck to Mustang Daily oil at GA226 belote 10 AM. oi in the Ad drop bo> at U U inlormalion desk Cash payment not accepted

32

33

37

39

40
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